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Maxon Furniture Inc Introduces the New Cochair Seating Line
(June 11, 2007) Renton, WA – Maxon Furniture announced today the addition of its Cochair seating
line, featuring two highly versatile side chairs – ideal for use as guest chairs in private offices or in
meeting, training and lunch rooms.
“We are pleased to present this new, versatile line, which consists of guest chairs previously
associated with other task chair lines,” said Maxon Product Manager Eric Kurtz. “The Cochair line
gives dealers more effective tools to sell these universal side chairs in the traditional guest chair
capacity, but also expands the marketability of the chairs to fit meeting, training, or lunch rooms
needs."
The Cochair-EL features soft arm pads and can be ordered with smooth rolling castors (hard wheels
for carpets, soft wheels for hard floors) or bell-glides. The armless Cochair-KG works well in a variety
of settings, including reception areas and other locales where seating-row chairs are needed.
About Maxon Furniture Inc.
Maxon Furniture Inc. is a premier office furniture maker and provider of innovative, leading-edge
workspace planning tools and services. The company offers a full range of quality, easy-to-installand-reconfigure panel systems, freestanding furniture, and seating products to help organizations
quickly and easily find the right workspace solution to fit their budget. Maxon Furniture offers a unique
go-to-market strategy to partner with dealers, engage new customers, and offer streamlined, reliable
purchase, delivery and installation processes. Headquartered in Renton, WA, Maxon Furniture’s
manufacturing plant is located in Salisbury, NC. Maxon Furniture has been an operating company of
HNI Corporation since 1986. For more information, visit www.maxonfurniture.com.
About HNI Corporation
Maxon Furniture is an operating company of HNI Corporation, the world’s second-largest office
furniture manufacturer. In 2007, IndustryWeek magazine recognized HNI Corporation as one of the
50 Best U.S. Manufacturing Companies, for the fifth consecutive year. In 2006, Fortune magazine
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named HNI Corporation one of America’s Most Admired Companies in the furniture industry; and for
the eighth consecutive year, Forbes magazine named HNI Corporation one of the 400 Best Big
Companies in America. HNI Corporation's common stock is traded on the New York Stock Exchange
under the symbol HNI.
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